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Abstract: We propose a reconfigurable terahertz (THz) metamaterial (RTM) to investigate its
multifunctional electromagnetic characteristics by moving the meta-atoms of split-ring resonator (SRR)
array. It shows the preferable and capable adjustability in the THz frequency range. The electromagnetic
characteristics of the proposed RTM device are compared and analyzed by moving the meta-atoms in
different polarized transverse magnetic (TM) and transverse electric (TE) modes. The symmetrical
meta-atoms of RTM device exhibit a resonant tuning range of several tens of GHz and the asymmetrical
meta-atoms of RTM device exhibit the better tunability. Therefore, an RTM device with reconfigurable
meta-atoms possesses the resonance shifting, polarization switching, electromagnetically induced
transparency (EIT) switching and multiband to single-band switching characteristics. This proposed
RTM device provides the potential possibilities for the use of THz-wave optoelectronics with tunable
resonance, EIT analog and tunable multiresonance characteristics.

Keywords: metamaterial; terahertz; optical switching; electromagnetically induced
transparency; resonator

1. Introduction

In the last two decades, there has been increasing interest in terahertz (THz) metamaterial optics
spanning the spectrum range of 0.1 THz to 10 THz [1,2]. Metamaterials are not natural materials.
It means that they are artificially designed [3] and engineered to span the whole electromagnetic
spectrum, including visible [4–6], infrared [7–12], THz [13–23] and microwaves [24]. Metamaterials
possess many extraordinary and useful optical properties such as negative refractive index [25],
metalensing [26], cloaking [27] and perfect absorbance [28], etc. Many studies have reported about THz
metamaterials being used in sensors, filters and absorbers [28–32]. Among these THz metamaterials,
the split-ring resonator (SRR) is a simple plane structure that possesses unique electric and magnetic
characteristics. Therefore, there have been many diversified metamaterials developed in the last
few years [4–23], such as U-shaped SRR [33], three-dimensional (3D) SRRs [34], C-shaped SRRs [35],
V-shaped SRRs [10], spiral-shaped SRRs [23] and H-shaped SRRs [36], etc.

The capability of actively tunable metamaterials plays an important role in exploring flexible
and applicable electromagnetic characteristics [35–37]. There have been several methods reported
to achieve tunable metamaterials. These include—but are not limited to—electrical and magnetic
driving, optical pumping, thermal tuning and mechanical control [21–23]. Through these controllable
methods, the geometric morphology of the metamaterials can be reconfigured by curling, rotating and
reshaping the metamaterial unit cell. Therefore, we can control numerous electromagnetic properties
of metamaterials actively, such as resonant frequency, electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT)
analog and multiband switching [14–19].
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In this study, we propose and investigate a reconfigurable THz metamaterial (RTM) with
multifunctional electromagnetic characteristics by moving the meta-atoms of SRR array, which exhibits
the active tunability in the THz frequency range. By moving the inner arrangement of the SRR array,
the transmission spectra show the tunable resonances and the switchable EIT analog. This RTM
design opens the door to the use of THz-wave optoelectronics in filters, polarizers, switches and
sensor applications.

2. Design and Method

Figure 1a,b shows the schematic drawings of the proposed RTM device configured with four SRR
meta-atoms and the geometrical denotations of the RTM unit cell, respectively. The thickness of the
SRR meta-atoms is 300 nm on silicon on insulator (SOI) substrate. The permittivities of Au and Si
materials are assumed as constants in this study. They are 104 for Au layer and 10 for Si substrate,
respectively [37]. For a convenient description, we denote these four SRR meta-atoms as SRR-1, SRR-2,
SRR-3 and SRR-4. The line width of each SRR meta-atom is 6 µm and the period of SRR array is
100 × 100 µm2 (Px × Py). The length (L) and width (W) of each SRR meta-atom are 30 µm. The distance
between the SRR meta-atoms (G) is 2 µm. The coordinates of the incident electromagnetic wave in
transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) modes are also illustrated in Figure 1a, where E,
H and k are the electric field, magnetic field and wave vector of the incident electromagnetic wave,
respectively. In this study, each SRR meta-atom is designed to move along the x- or y-axis direction
and to investigate the corresponding electromagnetic responses. We define each SRR meta-atom that
has its own reference position denoted as (xi, yi), where i is each SRR meta-atom, i.e., i = 1, 2, 3 and
4, as shown in Figure 1b. The center points of SRR meta-atoms are the initial reference positions
whose variations represent the movement of each SRR meta-atom. The initial reference positions
are (x1, y1) = (−16, 16), (x2, y2) = (16, 16), (x3, y3) = (−16, −16) and (x4, y4) = (16, −16), respectively.
The electromagnetic characteristics of SRR array will be investigated by moving SRR meta-atoms to six
different (x2, x4), (y1, y2), (y2, y4), x2, (x2, x3) and (y2, y3) positions.
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic drawing of the proposed reconfigurable terahertz (THz) metamaterial (RTM)
device with four split-ring resonator (SRR) meta-atoms; (b) The geometric parameters of four SRR
meta-atoms. The geometric dimensions are: W = 30 µm, L = 30 µm, G = 2 µm and Px = Py = 100 µm. The
reference points are (x1, y1) = (−16, 16), (x2, y2) = (16, 16), (x3, y3) = (−16, −16) and (x4, y4) = (16, −16).

In simulations, the incident electromagnetic wave is a plane wave, whose propagation direction is
perpendicular to the x-y plane. The boundary conditions are set periodic for x-y plane and perfectly
matched for the z plane. The electromagnetic filed monitor is set on the bottom of the substrate to
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calculate the transmission of the incident THz wave. The resonances of the engineered SRR meta-atoms
can be expressed by [13]

fLC =

(
c0

2πP
√
εs

)√
G
W

(1)

where c0 represents the velocity of light in a vacuum, P is the period of SRR array (Px and Py in this
study), εs is the relative permittivity of the materials in the SRR array, G is the gap width and W is the
width of the SRR meta-atom.

3. Results and Discussions

Figure 2 presents the simulated transmission spectra of the RTM device obtained by moving the
SRR-2 and SRR-4 meta-atoms along the positive x-axis direction in TE and TM modes. The values
of y2 and y4 are kept at the initial positions. It has two resonances at 0.49 THz and 0.92 THz for the
initial state (x2, x4) = (16, 16) in TE mode, which is shown as the black curve in Figure 2a. By moving
the position of (x2, x4) from (16, 16) to (32, 32) along the positive x-axis direction in TE mode, the first
resonance is blue-shifted from 0.49 THz to 0.54 THz. The tuning range is 50 GHz. The second resonance
is blue-shifted from 0.92 THz to 0.96 THz with a tuning range of 40 GHz. In TM mode, there are three
initial resonances at 0.50 THz, 0.67 THz and 0.91 THz as shown by the black curve in Figure 2b. The first
resonance is slightly red-shifted from 0.50 THz to 0.48 THz, the second resonance is red-shifted from
0.67 THz to 0.65 THz, and the third resonance is red-shifted from 0.91 THz to 0.89 THz. These results
indicate that the reconfigured SRR meta-atoms have minor THz tunability in TE and TM modes.

In order to investigate the influence of moving the SRR-1 and SRR-2 meta-atoms, the values of x1
and x2 are kept at the initial positions while y1 and y2 are changed. The simulated transmission spectra
are obtained by moving the SRR-1 and SRR-2 meta-atoms along positive y-axis direction in TE and TM
modes as shown in Figure 3a,b, respectively. In TE mode, there are two initial resonances at 0.49 THz
and 0.92 THz. When (y1, y2) moves to (32, 32), the resonances are almost identical. It is because the
TE-field coupling effect within the inner SRR meta-atoms has no change along x-axis direction. In TM
mode, there are three resonances at 0.50 THz, 0.67 THz and 0.91 THz for the initial state of (y1, y2) = (16,
16). By moving the (y1, y2) position to above (20, 20), the first and third resonances vanish gradually,
and the second resonance shifts to 0.72 THz for (y1, y2) = (32, 32). These properties are suitable for the
metamaterial to be used in the tunable polarized multiresonance application.
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Figure 3. Simulated transmission spectra of the RTM device obtained by moving the SRR-1 and SRR-2
meta-atoms along positive y-axis direction in (a) TE and (b) TM modes.

Figure 4 shows the simulated transmission spectra of the RTM device obtained by moving the
SRR-2 and SRR-4 meta-atoms along the positive y-axis direction in TE and TM modes. The x2 and
x4 values are set to the initial positions, i.e., (16, 16). The y2 and y4 values are moved from 16 µm to
32 µm and from −16 µm to 0 µm, respectively. When the SRR-2 and SRR-4 meta-atoms are moved
from the position (16, −16) to (20, −12), a sharp resonant peak at the first resonance appears, which is
the bright-mode resonance in the EIT analog owing to the stronger electromagnetic coupling energy
between the asymmetrical SRRs. In TE mode, there are two resonant modes of the RTM device,
which are broadband resonance generated by the localized surface plasmons within SRR meta-atoms
and the narrowband resonance produced by the surface diffraction wave from the periodic SRR array.
When they are tuned to superimpose, these two resonances will couple together and then generate
a Fano-resonance. Therefore, the RTM device exhibits the EIT analog characteristic. In order to
understand the interactions between the THz wave and the SRR array, an electromagnetic field monitor
is set in the SRR array. The corresponding electromagnetic field distributions are shown in Figure 5 to
illustrate the electric field (E-field) and magnetic field (H-field), respectively. When the position of
(y2, y4) changes continuously, the resonance is slightly blue-shifted with a tuning range of 20 GHz.
Figure 4b shows the transmission spectra of the RTM device in TM mode. It is clear that the change has
no remarkable influence on the resonances, which means that the RTM device has a stable performance
by moving the SRR-2 and SRR-4 meta-atoms along the positive y-axis direction in TM mode.
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Figure 4. Simulated transmission spectra of the RTM device obtained by moving the SRR-2 and SRR-4
meta-atoms along positive y-axis direction in (a) TE and (b) TM modes.
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Figure 5. (a,b) E-field and (c,d) H-field distributions of the RTM device with (y2, y4) = (24, −8) µm in
TE mode.

Figure 6a,b shows the simulated transmission spectra of RTM device by moving SRR-2 meta-atom
along positive x-axis direction in TE and TM modes, respectively. In order to achieve a better
understanding of the physical mechanism related to the electromagnetic response, the corresponding
E-field and H-field distributions of SRR-2 meta-atom with x2 = 24 µm in TE mode are shown in Figure 7.
In TE mode, there is a resonance at 0.49 THz for the initial state of x2 = 16 µm as shown in Figure 6a.
When x2 value moves to 20 µm, there is an additional EIT response found at 0.45 THz. When SRR-2
meta-atom continuously moves to 24 µm, 28 µm and 32 µm, there are two EIT resonances at 0.45 THz
and 0.51 THz. There are nonuniform E-field distributions shown in Figure 7a–c. These unbalanced
electromagnetic energies result in the generations of Fano resonances. In TM mode, there are three
resonances at 0.50 THz, 0.67 THz and 0.91 THz as shown in Figure 6b. These three resonances are
insensitive to the movement of SRR-2 meta-atom along positive x-axis direction. It indicates the
proposed RTM device exhibits the tunable EIT resonance in TE mode and stable resonance in TM mode.
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Figure 6. Simulated transmission spectra of the RTM device obtained by moving the SRR-2 meta-atom
along positive x-axis direction in (a) TE and (b) TM modes.
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Figure 7. (a–c) E-field and (d–f) H-field distributions of the RTM device with x2 = 24 µm in TE mode.

To control the electromagnetic response of the proposed RTM design, SRR-2 and SRR-3 meta-atoms
are moved symmetrically along positive and negative x-axis directions. x2 and x3 values are moved
from the position of (16, −16) to (32, −32), while y2 and y3 values are kept at the initial positions.
Figure 8 shows the simulated transmission spectra of the RTM device by moving SRR-2 and SRR-3
meta-atoms along positive and negative x-axis directions in TE and TM modes, respectively. In TE
mode, when the position of (x2, x3) moves from (16, −16) to (32, −32), the resonances are almost kept
constant as shown in Figure 8a. In TM mode, there are three resonances at 0.50 THz, 0.67 THz and
0.91 THz for the initial state of (x2, x3) = (16, −16) as the black curve shown in Figure 8b. By moving x2
and x3 values symmetrically along both x-axis directions from the position of (16, −16) to (32, −32),
the first and third resonances will vanish gradually while the second resonance is stable at 0.67 THz.
Such RTM design provides the possibility of optical switch application.
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Figure 8. Simulated transmission spectra of the RTM device obtained by moving the SRR-2 and SRR-3
meta-atoms along positive and negative x-axis directions in (a) TE and (b) TM modes, respectively.

Figure 9 shows the simulated transmission spectra of the RTM device by moving SRR-2 and
SRR-3 meta-atoms along positive and negative y-axis directions in TE and TM modes. In TE mode,
there are two resonances found at 0.49 THz and 0.92 THz for the initial state of (y2, y3) = (16, −16) as
shown in Figure 9a. By moving y2 and y3 values symmetrically along positive and negative y-axis
directions, an additional EIT resonance appears at about 0.53 THz, while the one at 0.92 THz remains
stable. In TM mode, there are three resonances at 0.50 THz, 0.67 THz and 0.91 THz for the initial state
of (y2, y3) = (16, −16) as the black curve shown in Figure 9b. By moving y2 and y3 values symmetrically
along positive and negative y-axis directions, the first and the third resonances vanish while the second
resonance remains quite stable and constant. This means that these resonances can be switched from
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triple-band to single-band resonance in TM mode. Therefore, this proposed SRRs can be used as an
EIT switch in TE mode and multi-band to single-band switch in TM mode by changing y2 and y3
values symmetrically.
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4. Conclusions

In conclusion, we present a design of reconfiguring SRR meta-atoms, which exhibits the capability
to tune the electromagnetic responses of the incident THz wave by moving SRR meta-atom positions.
There are two tuning resonances with a tuning range of 50 GHz in TE mode when SRR-2 and SRR-4
meta-atoms move along positive x-axis direction. On the other hand, there is one single-resonance
tuned from 0.67 THz to 0.72 THz in TM mode by moving SRR-1 and SRR-2 meta-atoms along positive
y-axis direction. This shows that the resonances can be tuned in a range of several tens of GHz in
the situation where the SRR array is still axially symmetric even if the whole configurated pattern is
changed. By moving the SRR-2 and SRR-4 meta-atoms along the positive y-axis direction, there is
an EIT resonance in TE mode. Furthermore, the resonances can be transformed from dual-band to
multi-band in TE mode by moving the SRR-2 meta-atom along positive x-axis direction. When the
position of SRR-2 and SRR-3 meta-atoms are moved along x- or y-axis direction, the switching function
is transformed from triple-band to single-band in TM mode. This shows that the asymmetric SRR array
can change their EIT resonance from single-band, to dual-band and triple-band. This work provides
a detailed investigation of the electromagnetic response of a planar SRR array and paves the way
for future studies on tunable metamaterials. It can be potentially used in many applications such as
wearable electronic devices, tunable filters, active sensors, modulators and so on.
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